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Vision 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 

n essential component of the Lakes Region Plan is the preparation of a future Vision 
for the region. For the State Development Plan, the New Hampshire legislature 
defines the vision section as: “An overall vision section that serves as the direction 

for the other sections of the plan. This section shall contain a set of statements, which 
articulates the desires of the public relative to the future. It shall contain a set of guiding 
principles and priorities to implement that vision, with special emphasis on maximizing the 
smart growth principles in RSA 9-B.” 
 
The vision section will be the primary theme of how the region should develop and will 
represent the Lakes Region Planning Commission’s overall image for the region in 
consideration of the livability principles and individual plan components. The vision section 
will identify what the regional plan is trying to achieve such as the preservation of the 
environment and natural resources, increased economic opportunity, greater opportunities 
for safe and affordable housing, a region where all residents can live in a peaceful, 
sustainable future.  The Lakes Region vision is unique and builds upon local values, existing 
visions from community master plans, regional outreach and public involvement during the 
preparation of the plan. 
 
Throughout its 45-year history, the Planning Commission has prepared goals and objectives, 
mission statements, and visions of the future.  Recent examples may be found in the 2006 
Lakes Region Regional Goals and Objectives (attached) and the Lakes Region 
Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy completed in 2013.  
 
Using the considerable information and data compiled during the initial phases of this Lakes 
Region Plan, the following represents an updated vision for the future of the Lakes Region: 
  

  VISION FOR THE LAKES REGION  
A sense of community and sense of place 

 
Recognizing the critical importance of maintaining and nurturing our natural 

environment and diverse cultural heritage, the Lakes Region Community will strive 

to improve the quality of life of its cities and towns through the increased capacity 

and prosperity of its businesses, civic, social, and education institutions, and its 

citizens. Respect, communication, cooperation and wise stewardship of the region’s 

splendid natural resources are guiding principles. 

 

 

A 
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The Lakes Region exhibits a strong sense of community and sense of place, which the 28 
towns and two cities embrace and desire to maintain. The communities appreciate and 
recognize the benefits of regional collaboration, coordination, and cooperation. In order to 
strengthen the sense of community and sense of place, the vision for the Lakes Region 
includes: 
 
• Continued protection of the region’s environment and natural resources as top priorities; 

• Quality schools and education for all students;   

• Energy efficiency and renewable energy choices at reasonable costs for all residents; 

• Safe and affordable housing opportunities in all communities;  

• A balanced transportation system that has good roads, bridges, reliable public transit, 

mobility options for seniors and special needs, and available bike paths;   

• Employment opportunities supplemented by prospects for small businesses, 

entrepreneurship, and local agriculture;  

• Communities that encourage historic preservation;  

• Communities resilient from natural hazards and extreme weather conditions; and  

• Support for the creative economy.  

 
With relevant information and continued access to planning assistance, municipalities will 
have the tools to make informed local land use decisions. Strong vibrant communities and 
effective local decision-making will help the Lakes Region grow and prosper for many years. 
 
VISION PROCESS 
 
In preparing the future vision for the 2014 Lakes Region Plan, the Lakes Region Plan 
Advisory Committee considered information and data from the following sources.  
 

 Comment cards from the listening boxes;  

 Vision statements from the 30 Lakes Region communities;  

 Major Lakes Region Planning documents;  

 Meeting with officials and interested citizens;  

 UNH Survey Center --- statewide and regional survey;  

 Community of Place meeting held on May 7, 2013 in Laconia;  

 Community of Interest meetings;  

 The NH Smart Growth principles as contained in NH RSA 9-B:2; and  

 The NH Livability Principles in the context of the Lakes Region  
 
The following is a summary of the information from each of those efforts.  
 
Comment cards from the listening boxes 
 
Citizens could communicate their responses online via the Granite State Future website or 
by completing a comment card entitled Granite State Future Wants to Hear from You. 
During the late summer of 2012, LRPC placed listening boxes or suggestion boxes in the 30 
municipalities that comprise the Lakes Region. LRPC placed Listening boxes at the Lakes 
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Region General Heathcare and Lakes Region Community College. The listening boxes 
remained in place through the early spring of 2013.  
 
The two basic questions were:  
 

What is best about this area?  
What could make this area even better?  

 

 
About 110 responses were received from Lakes Region residents and the following is a brief 
summary.  
 

What is best about this area?  

 
1. Natural Resources (lakes, mountains, beauty, clean water) — mentioned 29 times; 
2. Small town /village (community, neighborhood) — mentioned 16 times; 
3. Rural atmosphere — mentioned 16 times;  
4. Outdoor recreational activities — mentioned 10 times; 
5. People — mentioned 7 times;  
6. Low taxes — mentioned 5 times;  
7. Historical and cultural features — mentioned 5 times; 
8. Quiet – mentioned 4 times  
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What could make this area even better? 

 
1. More business (industry, employment) — mentioned 15 times;  
2. More public recreation (trails, bike paths, beach areas) — mentioned 13 times;  
3. More/better public transportation — mentioned 12 times; 
4. Natural resources (protect environment, preserve rural areas) — mentioned 11 times  
5. Lower property taxes — mentioned 5 times; 
6. Less tourists — mentioned 3 times 
7. Watershed management — mentioned 2 times;  
8. Revitalization of downtown — mentioned 2 times.  
 

 
 
Vision statements from the 30 Lakes Region communities 
 
Individual local Master Plans within the region are less than 10 years old. Those plans 
completed prior to 2008 place an emphasis on growth management. Most of the 30 Master 
Plans contain a reference to “protecting or maintaining the rural character” of the 
community. Other common themes for local Master Plans include “conservation of natural 
resources,”  “encourage of economic development” and “protection of the town’s historical 
assets.”  In reviewing the vision statements from the 30 municipalities, the following two are 
typical of a thoughtful vision statement.   
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Andover:  
The Andover Planning Board developed eight guiding principles for the Vision statement. 
They are:  
1) Maintain Andover’s small town rural character;  
2) Encourage commercial activity that builds on the regional recreation and tourism 
economy;  
3) Create specific zones where small-scale light industry and commercial activities are 
allowed and encouraged;  
4) Preserve views, especially along major highways;  
5) Conserve natural resources – farm and forest lands, water resources, and wildlife habitat;  
6)  Provide choices in housing types;  
7) Preserve Andover’s historical places and assets; coordinate with Proctor Academy on our 

respective plans for the future;  
8) Develop community infrastructure. 
 
Northfield: 
Strong Community Identity: Northfield will remain a close-knit, rural community, which 
puts people first.  
Preservation of Rural Character: Northfield will continue to preserve the rural character that 
people cherish so much.  
Preservation of Natural Resources: Northfield will be a place where Town residents and the 
natural environment co-exist.  
Viable Village Area: The village area will represent an historic district for the town.  
Commercial and Industrial Opportunities: Commercial and industrial opportunities will 
expand in the future, providing new levels of economic vitality.  
Fair, Realistic and Affordable Community Facilities: The town of Northfield will remain a 
safe place to live and visit, with an excellent police department and fire department.  
Safe and Integrated Transportation System: Automobile transportation will remain the 
dominant mode of travel. Discussion of pedestrians, bicyclists and transit. 
Managed Growth and Development: Develop and implement a long-term Growth 
Management Ordinance.   
 
Major Lakes Region planning documents 
 
The LRPC reviewed recent major regional planning documents in transportation, economic 
development, water quality and others with particular attention as to what the document 
stated regarding vision, mission statement, goals/objectives/strategies, recommendations 
and action steps. Not all of the planning documents included these components. These 
planning documents are another piece of information that helps shape the regional vision 
statement. The following are vision statements that appeared in major planning documents.  
 
(Transportation) Mission statement:  
“To provide an integrated, all-mode transportation system in the Lakes Region which offers 
efficient, effective and safe movement of people and goods, and provides mode choice 
wherever possible while enhancing and preserving the character and livability of the 
neighborhoods and the natural, socio/economic, and historical environments where 
transportation facilities are located.”   
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The 2013 CEDS Vision Statement:  
“Recognizing the critical importance of maintaining and nurturing our natural environment 
and diverse cultural heritage, the Lakes Region Community will strive to improve the quality 
of life of its cities and towns through the increased capacity and prosperity of its businesses, 
civic, social, and education institutions, and its citizens. All our efforts will be characterized 
by respect, communication, cooperation and integration with others and will exhibit 
stewardship toward our magnificent natural resources.”   

Winnipesaukee Gateway (Lake Winnipesaukee Sub-Watershed Management Plan) project: 
Shared Goal: Lake Winnipesaukee is a shared resource. Our communities share the benefits 
of being located on “The Lake”. We share the risks associated with degradation of this 
resource. We also share the responsibility of effective watershed stewardship, essential to the 
successful long-term health of Lake Winnipesaukee. 

Outreach effort with local organizations, officials and interested citizens   
 
Since July 2012, the LRPC staff have participated in multicultural events, meetings with 
seniors and business organizations and conducted a well-publicized and well-attended open 
house on March 7, 2013. Many individuals with whom the Commission communicated 
expressed interest in economic development, maintaining the rural character of their 
community and the preservation and enhancement of the region’s natural resources.  A small 
minority attended and expressed concern with the role of the federal government in the 
regional planning effort, expressing an opinion that a loss of local control over local land use 
decisions would occur.  Consistent with state law (NH RSA 36) a regional plan is only an 
advisory document, and local control regarding land use decisions in New Hampshire will 
remain intact.  
 
UNH Survey Center --- statewide and regional survey   
 
At the request of the nine Regional Planning Commissions in order to better inform 
planning recommendations as part of the Granite State Future program, the University of 
New Hampshire Survey Center conducted a scientific telephone poll of 2,935 New 
Hampshire adult residents regarding their thoughts on housing, transportation, economic 
development, broadband and other related topics. The survey occurred between May 9, 2013 
and July 21, 2013. The response rate was 33% and the margin of sampling error is +/- 2.2%. 
In addition, the Central NH Planning Commission and the Lakes Region Planning 
Commission jointly funded a more detailed survey that includes respondents from both of 
those regions. The key findings from the statewide and joint surveys are as follows:  
 
Key statewide findings:  
 

 Residents are largely split between wanting a smaller house that is close to services 
and wanting a larger house that is farther away from services.  

 Residents view maintaining our bridges and highways to be the most important 
priority for transportation funding. 
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 Residents view quality schools as the most important thing to have in their 
community. 

 The development of single-family housing and assisted living facilities were 
particularly favorable to residents, while development of manufactured housing and 
apartments were the least favorable. 

 Residents are largely in favor of all the proposed energy efficiency projects, except 
for the idea of having public charging stations made for electric vehicles.  

 Most residents (87%) think local governments should at least be somewhat involved 
in developing these sorts of policies. 

 Residents believe that environmental protection should be the top priority for 
investing dollars, while a majority believes that all environmental protection 
measures mentioned should be high priorities for policymakers. 

 Nine in ten NH residents (91%) have internet access at home, and most of them 
(92%) consider their internet access adequate for their uses. Almost as many (85%) 
would not be willing to pay any additional money in exchange for faster internet 
speeds. 

Key regional findings: 
 

 Residents believe that environmental protection and natural resource protection 
should be the top priority for investing public dollars, and a majority believes that all 
environmental protection measures mentioned should be high priorities for 
policymakers. 
 

 Responses from residents of the Central and Lakes Region were largely similar to 
those of statewide residents. The big differences involved what type of 
neighborhood residents live in (more Central and Lakes residents live in rural 
locations away from the town center) and why they have their current internet 
provider (more Central and Lakes residents say it is their only option available). 
 

 Residents view energy efficiency and energy choices as the second most important 
priority for investing public dollars. Residents are largely in favor of all the proposed 
energy efficiency and renewable energy projects, except for the idea of having public 
charging stations made for electric vehicles.  
 

 Residents view safe and affordable housing as the third most important priority for 
investing public dollars. The development of single family housing and assisted living 
facilities were particularly favorable to residents while development of manufactured 
housing and apartments were the least favorable. 
 

 Residents say that the top activity that their community should actively encourage is 
promoting local agriculture (93%). Majorities want to encourage many other 
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activities as well, including protecting historic buildings and neighborhoods (90%) 
and expanding or promoting current businesses (84%). 
 

 Residents view quality schools as the most important thing to have in their 
community (93%). Other important aspects of a community include having farms, 
farm stands and forestry (88%), nearby job opportunities (85%), small businesses 
and retail stores (85%), and grocery stores (80%). 
 

 Residents view maintaining bridges and highways to be the most important priority 
for transportation funding (77%). Residents were split on funding for other 
transportation initiatives, with a narrow majority favoring funding for senior and 
special needs transportation (53%), and the availability of bike paths (50%). 
 

 The vast majority of residents (93%) have internet access at home, and almost all of 
them (91%) consider their internet access adequate for their uses. Almost as many 
(88%) would not be willing to pay any additional money in exchange for faster 
internet speeds. 

 
Community of Place meeting on May 7, 2013 in Laconia   
 
New Hampshire’s nine regional planning commissions requested UNH Cooperative 
Extension and NH Listens to design and host an opportunity for the area community 
neighbors to meet and discuss and consider a critical question: How should the community 
and region plan for the future? What core considerations should be the basis of planning for 
a thriving future? The effort focused on identification of local assets, local needs, and ways 
to effectively use limited government resources. The work focused on the NH Livability 
Principles of traditional settlement patterns; housing choices; transportation choices; natural 
resources; community and economic vitality; climate change and energy efficiency.  
 
Of the 12 Community of Place (CoP) meetings held throughout the state, the Lakes Region 
meeting in Laconia experienced the largest turnout with 113 persons. Since the CoP meeting 
in Laconia provided so much recent, rich and relevant information, LRPC includes a 
summary below.  
 
a) State Populations 
 

 The majority of groups (6/8) discussed the issue of migration from the State of New 
Hampshire. This conversation centered mostly on young people leaving the state, 
either for more affordable higher education or for job opportunities. 

 

 Three out of eight groups also discussed the issue of a decline in school age children. 
Several groups (3/8) commented on an influx of immigrant and refugee populations. 

 

 Almost all of the groups (7/8) spent time discussing the “graying” of New 
Hampshire as a state. As elderly populations increase, groups questioned where 
resources for aging populations would come from – in particular there was a concern 
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about healthcare, transportation, and care for the elderly. Several groups expressed 
concern about crime and drug and alcohol use in their communities. 

 
b) Jobs and Economic Development 
 

 The majority of groups (7/8) commented on the need for greater economic 
development and job opportunities. Several groups commented that in particular 
there was a lack of jobs for young people. Two groups suggested that the regional 
area focus on attracting manufacturing opportunities. 

 

 Several groups commented on a lack of job opportunities and industry necessary to 
attract and keep individuals in the community. Some groups discussed the 
phenomenon of individuals who live in the community and work elsewhere, or 
individuals who work in the community but live elsewhere. 

 

 Many groups recommended that the regional area focus on educational quality and 
affordability a means of creating future job opportunities. 

 

 Several groups (3/8) commented on a lack of internet availability and issues 
exacerbated by a digital divide in communities. 

 

 Several groups commented on the potential for tourism as a pathway of economic 
development, though it was made clear that a balance between industry and the 
regional area’s local rural character was crucial. 

 

 Three groups discussed tax issues – some claiming that the taxes were too high, 
some that the taxes were not high enough. 

 

 Two groups expressed concern about regulation and restrictions from the 
government or local authorities. 

 

 Several groups commented on the need for strategic planning of how land and 
community spaces would be used and zoned. 

 

 Several groups commented on the need to create access to local resources without a 
car and to create town centers with various support systems. 

 

 Several groups placed value on maintaining the regional area’s rural character in the 
face of economic development. 

 

 Several groups discussed the complexity of the issue of land conservation. 
 
c) Housing and Transportation 
 

 Housing availability and affordability was a widely discussed subject at the Lakes 
Region event. Five groups expressed concerns over a lack of affordable housing in 
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the regional area. Two groups commented on the high cost of renting housing. 
Three groups spent time discussing the pros and cons of subsidized housing such as 
Section 8 housing.  Two groups discussed an increase in homeless populations. 

 

 Two groups expressed a concern over a lack of walkability from residential areas to 
local businesses and resources. 

 

 All of the groups spent time discussing transportation in the regional area. Four 
groups expressed concern that the current transportation structure was not 
affordable. Four groups expressed concern that the transportation was of poor 
quality and that individuals who could not access transportation faced further 
challenges such access to jobs and healthcare. Three groups felt that it was 
challenging to access non-automobile forms of transportation. Two groups talked 
about the need for a broader public transportation system that connected the 
regional area to other cities and towns in the state. 

 
d) Environmental Issues 
 

 Five groups discussed issues related to water quality. There issues ranged from septic 
systems to commercial extraction of water to infrastructural upgrades. One group 
felt that there were differences in water quality from town to town in the regional 
area. 

 

 Five groups discussed the relationship between water such as lakes and ponds and 
tourism. 

 

 Several groups discussed ways to support local agriculture. Two groups expressed 
concerns over keeping and maintaining clean forests. 

 

 Three groups discussed issues related to climate change, though there was 
disagreement about the roots of this trend. 

  

 The majority of groups (6/8) spent time discussing current and alternative forms of 
energy and fuel. There was a desire to have more strategic and extended 
conversations about steps for the future in relation to energy and fuel cost and 
conservation. Oil, wind power, and solar energy were all discussed, with a particular 
focus on wind power. 

 
Community of Interest meetings   
 
University of New Hampshire Cooperative Extension held 20 focus groups (two in Laconia) 
with “underrepresented populations” as part of the community engagement framework for 
the Granite State Future project. These are populations who share a common bond or 
interest and have not traditionally participated in community planning. UNH Cooperative 
Extension staff has a history of working with many of these underrepresented populations 
which include: low income, minority, immigrant, senior and youth populations along with 
veterans and young adults. Nine UNH Cooperative Extension staff worked throughout the 
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state to meet with these populations to ask about their experiences where they live, work, 
play and learn. Each population reported challenges with transportation options in the state. 
The meetings identified the need for jobs, housing cost and availability, access to social 
services and youth recreation as being areas of priority.  
 
The following are top themes for the Community of Place and Community of Interest. 
 

COMMUNITY OF PLACE COMMUNITY OF INTEREST COMBINED 

Transportation 

Housing 

Jobs  

Taxes 

Aging Population  

Transportation 

Housing 

Jobs 

Access social services 

Youth recreation  

Transportation 

Housing 

Jobs 

Schools/Education 

Higher Education  

 
 
The NH Smart Growth principles  
 
NH RSA 9-B: 2 below is the state legislature official policy on smart growth principles.  
  
In this chapter, "smart growth'' means the control of haphazard and unplanned development 
and the use of land which results over time, in the inflation of the amount of land used per 
unit of human development, and of the degree of dispersal between such land areas. "Smart 
growth'' also means the development and use of land in such a manner that its physical, 
visual, or audible consequences are appropriate to the traditional and historic New 
Hampshire landscape. Smart growth may include denser development of existing 
communities, encouragement of mixed uses in such communities, the protection of villages, 
and planning so as to create ease of movement within and among communities. Smart 
growth preserves the integrity of open space in agricultural, forested, and undeveloped areas.  
 
The results of smart growth may include, but shall not be limited to:  
 

I.   Vibrant commercial activity within cities and towns.  
II.  Strong sense of community identity.  
III.  Adherence to traditional settlement patterns when sitting municipal and 

public buildings and services.  
IV.  Ample alternate transportation modes.  
V.  Uncongested roads.  
VI.  Decreased water and air pollution.  
VII.  Clean aquifer recharge areas.  
VIII.  Viable wildlife habitat.  
IX.  Attractive views of the landscape.  
X.  Preservation of historic village centers. 
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THE NH LIVABILITY PRINCIPLES IN THE CONTEXT OF THE LAKES REGION  
 
Attachment A includes the NH Livability Principles  
 

 
 
 

SUMMARY OF MAJOR THEMES 
 
Having considered and reviewed the nine major sources of information identified above, the 
following are major themes for regional development.  
 

Maintenance and enhancement of the region’s rural character; we can call this the 
region’s sense of place and sense of community; 
 
Traditional development patterns with new growth located in the city core, 
downtown area, village center or village district;  
 
Economic development efforts that wisely utilize the region’s natural resources, 
human resources and educational resources;  
 
Proper management of the region’s natural resources through conservation practices;  
 
Environmental protection activities and measures are a high priority;  
 
Provision for a range of housing opportunities for persons of all income levels;  
 
A balanced transportation system with an emphasis on a safe and efficient roadway 
system and an affordable public transit system;  
 
A responsive educational system for elementary, secondary and post secondary 
educational opportunities; and  
 
Recreational opportunities for youth.  
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NEW HAMPSHIRE LIVABILITY PRINCIPLES AND THE LAKES REGION 
 

TRADITIONAL SETTLEMENT PATTERNS AND DEVELOPMENT  
 

In the Lakes Region, there is a variety in the pattern of historic development. Residents 
appear to prefer the current type of development and desire that future development be 
located in the downtown area, village center or downtown core where the existing 
infrastructure is available to accommodate development.  
 

HOUSING CHOICES 
 
According to the Lakes Central UNH survey results, the development of single-family 
housing and assisted living facilities were particularly favorable to residents while 
development of manufactured housing and apartments were the least favorable. At the 
Community of Place session, housing availability and affordability for both owners and 
renters was identified as a regional concern. While the single family home is the preferred 
housing choice of many, there is recognition of the need for affordable housing for town 
employees, school teachers, entry level professionals and service and retail workers. There is 
a need for housing opportunities for all.  
 

TRANSPORTATION CHOICES 
 
Seventy-seven percent (77%) of the UNH survey respondents identified maintenance of 
bridges and existing highways as the major priority and a little more 50% identified senior 
and special transportation needs and bike paths as a priority for funding. However, those 
attending the Community of Place meeting and completing a comment card identified public 
transportation as a high priority. At the Community of Place meeting in Laconia, four 
groups noted that transportation was of poor quality and that individuals who could not 
access transportation faced further challenges such as access to jobs and healthcare The 
Lakes Region should encourage a balanced transportation system with ample opportunities 
for walking, driving, biking, public transportation, carpooling, or taking a train or plane, 
while preserving the character and livability of villages, town centers and downtown areas.  
 

NATURAL RESOURCE FUNCTIONS AND QUALITY 
 

Of all the planning functions, a very large majority of residents believe that environmental 
protection, especially for drinking water quality and air quality and natural resource 
protection, especially agricultural lands should be the top priority for investing public dollars. 
A large majority believes that all environmental protection measures should be high priorities 
for policymakers. Protection and enhancement of the region’s environmental characteristics 
and natural resources will remain the region’s highest priority.  

 
COMMUNITY AND ECONOMIC VITALITY 

 
At the Community of Place meeting, a majority of groups (7/8) commented on the need for 
greater economic development and job opportunities. Several groups noted the lack of jobs 
for young people. Regarding the issue of community, residents consider quality schools as 
the most important element in their community (93%). Other important aspects of a 
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community include active farms, farm stands and forestry (88%), nearby job opportunities 
(85%), small businesses and retail stores (85%), and grocery stores (80%). These are the 
attributes that residents in the Lakes Region enjoy about their community.  
 
The 2013 Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) includes the following 
vision statement which has relevance for the Lakes Region Plan: “Recognizing the critical 
importance of maintaining and nurturing our natural environment and diverse cultural 
heritage, the Lakes Region Community will strive to improve the quality of life of its cities 
and towns through the increased capacity and prosperity of its businesses, civic, social, and 
education institutions, and its citizens. All our efforts will be characterized by respect, 
communication, cooperation and integration with others and will exhibit stewardship toward 
our magnificent natural resources.” 

 
CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

 
Lakes Region communities view climate change through the lens of the increased frequency 
of natural hazards and extreme weather events along with activities designed to become 
more energy efficient and more energy independent. Lakes Region communities wish to 
become more resilient from natural hazards and more energy efficient.  
 

LOCAL DECISION MAKING  
 

Historically, state law provides local governments with the authority to make local land use 
decisions. There is no interest in changing or modifying that approach. Residents believe 
equity is found in the local decision making process and wish to be involved in their 
communities and value a regional approach to land-use planning for the future in areas such 
as transportation, environmental quality, economic development, housing and planning for 
natural and man made emergencies.  
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APPENDIX A 
 

The New Hampshire Livability Principles and their 
Relevance to the Lakes Region  
 
As part of the Lakes Region Plan, the Lakes Region Planning Commission (LRPC) will 
consider the New Hampshire Livability Principles, a set of concepts that provide a common 
set of organizing ideas and principles for all nine regional plans.  The New Hampshire 
Livability Principles represent a theoretical merger of the NH Smart Growth Principles 
found in NH RSA 9-A, the HUD-EPA-DOT Federal Partnership Livability Principles, and 
the NH Municipal Master Plan, Regional Comprehensive Plan and State Development Plan 
required components.  The Lakes Region Planning Commission has slightly modified the 
NH Livability Principles to fit the context of the Lakes Region. Each Livability Principle is 
to some degree linked with other principles and planning concepts. The LRPC will utilize 
the lens of a Livability Principle when viewing each regional plan component. 
 
Traditional Settlement Patterns and Development Design  
 
Strive to maintain the traditional New Hampshire landscape intact by focusing development 
in the city center, town centers and village areas, while leaving open and rural areas for 
agriculture, recreation, forestry and other suitable uses.   
 
This principle is characterized by: 

 Efficient Land Use 

 Compact Design Principles 

 Invest in Existing Community Centers 

 Mixed Use 

 Traditional and Historic Character 

 Conserve Working Landscape 

 Unique Community Character 

 Central Place 
 

Housing Choices  
 
Persons and families of all income levels should have convenient and affordable housing 
choices. This includes a variety of housing options and ownership types that appeal to 
people at any stage of life. Affordable housing is an important element in the region’s 
economic strategy.  Housing choices allows for and creates opportunities such as: 

 Affordable Housing Options Integrated Throughout Community 

 Energy-efficient 

 Location-efficient 

 Mixed-Use/Integrated Design 

 Transportation Connections & Options 

 Adaptive reuse of historic structures 

http://www.granitestatefuture.org/about/history-and-overarching-principals/
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 Changing demographics (older population) 

 Variety of housing options and ownership types 

 Flexibility of design to accommodate different populations  

 Housing located in a neighborhood   
 

Transportation Choices  
 
Provide a number of options that help people safely and efficiently get where they need to 
go, whether it is by walking, driving, biking, public transportation, carpooling, or taking a 
train or plane. Transportation choice allows for and creates a range of opportunities such as: 
 

 Safety  

 Movement of Goods to support the economy (freight, rail, air, etc.) 

 Transportation Options (Air, Auto, Bike, Bus, Freight, Rail, Transit, Walk) 

 Connectivity – linkages between modes, options and road networks 

 Walkability – connecting housing, economic activity, and cultural/social activity 

 Efficiency (energy use, traffic flow, goods transport, etc.) 

 Parking Options 
 
Natural Resource Functions and Quality  
 
Especially important for the Lakes Region, the natural resources and beautiful natural  
landscape of the region should be preserved and enhanced for its beauty and overall 
economic contributions. Such a policy adds value to the municipalities and the existing man-
made development. Natural Resource Functions and Quality considers features such as: 
 

 Agricultural Resources and Industry 

 Habitats 

 Conserve and/or Protect Key Natural Resource Areas 

 Working Landscape Maintained 

 Maintain Natural Hydrology 

 Water Quality & Quantity 

 Drinking Water – Provision & Quality 

 Water Infrastructure 

 Air Quality 

 Archeological Resources 

 Recreation  
 
Community and Economic Vitality  
 
This refers to the development of hard and soft infrastructure, including financial 
investment, to attract and retain economic opportunity that foster community growth and 
ensure the highest quality of life for residents of the Lakes Region. This principle poses 
questions how the LRPC can contribute to making the Lakes Region a great place in which 
to do business, raise a family, recreate, visit, and retire. Our neighborhoods and communities 
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offer opportunities for an excellent education, good health, cultural happenings, and social 
connections.  The principle includes: 
 

 Economic Development Opportunities 

 Employment 

 Cultural Opportunities 

 Education – K-12, technical, university, and job training opportunities 

 Community and Individual Health  

 Access to healthy Food Options 

 Personal and Communal Safety  

 Social Connectivity and Capital 
 
Climate Change and Energy Efficiency  
 
This principle identifies opportunities to save energy and costs and reduce risks to our 
communities, businesses and citizens caused by natural hazards. In recent decades, the Lakes 
Region and New Hampshire have experienced an increase in extreme storms and weather 
conditions, especially flooding. The cost of fuel and other energy supplies have steadily risen.  
How can we reduce dependence on outside sources of energy, construct homes and 
buildings that are more efficient, and reduce impacts to our communities and infrastructure 
from extreme storms and flooding?  The principle considers: 
 

 Energy Conservation 

 Adaptation – ability to plan our communities in ways that reduce risks from natural 
disasters 

 Low Impact Development – mitigating future negative impacts 

 Renewable Energy 

 Green Building and Reuse of Existing Structures 

 Resiliency – the ability overcome disasters and large storms with minimized impacts 
or costs 

 
Common themes and considerations to all NH Livability Principles include:  
 

 Creating opportunities for all citizens 

 Ensuring all voices are heard and included 

 Public Health and Safety 

 Funding Alignment – commonalities equate to efficiency 
• Invest in existing community centers  
• Advancement of plan objectives 
• Align Federal, State and local funding 

 Plan and Program Alignment 
• Coordination between Federal, State and local planning and program requirements 
• Further direction toward joint plan implementation to identify cost and program 

efficiencies. 
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